
 

GATE-UP MA IP/radio gateway, Yokis UP Zigbee system
and Radio Power, to manage the system locally and
remotely via YnO UP app.



4820432

- Power supply: USB DC 5V to 5.25V 2A
 Radio protocol: Zigbee and Yokis Radio Power-
 Radio frequency band: 2400.0 - 2483.5 MHz-
 Maximum transmitted radio power: 10 mW-
 IP network connection: Ethernet RJ45 or Wi-Fi 2.4GHz and 5GHz-
 Ambient temperature: -20°C to +40°C-
 Relative humidity: 0 to 90%-
 IP protection rating: IP30-
 Installation: tabletop or wall-mounted-

Description
GATE-UP is the IP/radio Zigbee gateway in the Yokis UP range that allows the Yokis UP system to
be connected, enabling it to be controlled remotely via the YnO UP app, to carry out voice
commands via Alexa and Google Assistant, to define scenarios, and to activate security, camera and
alarm system functions.
Via the integrated Zigbee radio, it can directly control devices from the Yokis UP range, so the
devices are isolated from the Internet and the security of the system is not compromised.
Not only that, thanks to Radio Power support, it also allows devices from the Yokis Radio Power
range to be managed, guaranteeing backward compatibility, and thus the possibility of future
integrations, to existing Yokis Radio Power systems.

Logistic data
 Packaging quantity single: 1-
 EAN single: 8021156077571-
 Base: 183 mm-
 Height: 49 mm-
 Depth: 161 mm-

Urmet S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes to its equipment at any time, without prior notice. The installation must be carried out by qualified personnel
and in accordance with the rules relating to the installation of electrical equipment in force in the country where the products are installed.
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